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Efficient electron spin manipulation in a quantum well
by an in-plane electric field
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Electron spins in a semiconductor quantum well couple to an electric fieldvia spin–orbit interaction.
We show that the standard spin–orbit coupling mechanisms can provide extraordinarily efficient
electron spin manipulation by an in-plane ac electric field. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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Efficient manipulation of electron spins by an external
field is one of the central problems of semiconduc
spintronics,1 quantum computing, and informatio
processing.2 The original proposals of spin manipulatio
were based on using a time-dependent magnetic fieldB̃(t).
However, there is a growing understanding of the advanta
of spin manipulation by a time-dependent electric fieldẼ(t)
that couples to the electron spin through different mec
nisms of spin–orbit~SO! interaction.3 Recently, Katoet al.4

manipulated electron spins in a parabolic AlGaAs quant
well ~QW! by a gigahertz bias applied to a single gate; t
produced a fieldẼ(t) perpendicular to the well.4 The struc-
ture was engineered to make the electron Lande´ tensor ĝ
small (ugu&0.1), highly anisotropic, and position depende
and to achieve in this way a rather strong SO coupling or
nating from the position dependence of the Zeeman ene
The present authors have shown5 that for largeg factors typi-
cal of narrow-gap A3B5 semiconductors such a fieldẼ(t)
can provide efficient electrical operationvia the standard
mechanisms of SO coupling~Dresselhaus6 and Rashba!7 but
only for relatively wide QWs. Indeed, the coupling of two
dimensional~2D! electron spins to a perpendicular fieldẼ(t)
develops due to a deviation from the strict 2D limit and
proportional tow/l ~for w/l!1), wherew and l are the
confinement and magnetic lengths, respectively. Usin
tilted magnetic fieldB is critical for the mechanisms of Refs
4 and 5.

In this letter, we show that using an in-plane elect
field Ẽ(t) results in a significant increase in the coupling
this field to electron spins. Moreover, the coupling exists
the strict 2D limit~and usually increases with decreasingw!
and for arbitrary orientations ofB, including a perpendicular
to-planeB. However, using a tilted fieldB allows one to
distinguish the contributions coming from the competi
mechanisms of SO coupling. Of course, producing an
plane fieldẼ(t) needs one to design a proper coupling to
radio frequency or microwave source; this problem can
solved.

We consider a 2D electron gas in a A3B5 crystal con-
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fined in a~0,0,1! QW subject to a tilted magnetic fieldB. The
2D kinetic momentum of electronsk̂52 i“1eA/\c de-
pends only on the normal component ofB, Bz5B cosu,
henceA(r )5(Bz/2)(2y,x,0). The operatorsk̂x andk̂y obey
the usual commutation relations@ k̂x ,k̂y#252 i /l2, where
l5(c\/eBz)

1/2; we assume thatBz.0. The total Hamil-
tonian Ĥ5Ĥ01ĤZ1Ĥso1Ĥ int includes the orbital termĤ0

5\2k̂2/2m, wherem is the electron effective mass, the Ze
man termĤZ5gmB(s•B)/2, mB being the Bohr magneton
and the couplingĤ int(t)5e(r•Ẽ(t)) to an in-plane ac elec
tric field Ẽ(t). The SO interactionĤso5ĤD1ĤR includes
the Dresselhaus and Rashba terms that, in the principal c
tal axes, are

ĤD5aD~sxk̂x2syk̂y!, ĤR5aR~sxk̂y2syk̂x!. ~1!

It is convenient to change from the set of operato
(x,y,2 i ]x ,2 i ]y) to the kinetic momenta (k̂x ,k̂y) and the
coordinates of the center of the orbit, (x̂0 ,ŷ0).8 The latter
ones commute with (k̂x ,k̂y) and withH0 and obey the com-
mutation relations@ x̂0 ,ŷ0#25 il2. As usual, instead of
( k̂x ,k̂y) the Bose operatorsâ5l( k̂x2 i k̂y)/& and â1

5l( k̂x1 i k̂y)/& can be used. After these transformation
we come to the convenient expressions for the coordin
that appear in the operatorĤ int(t)

x5 x̂02 il~ â12â!/&, y5 ŷ02l~ â11â!/&. ~2!

Without the SO interaction, the energy spectrum of 2D el
trons is described by two sets of Landau levelsEs(n)
5\vc(u)(n11/2)1\vss/2 for two spin projections on the
B direction, s561. Here vc(u)5eBz /\c5v' cosu and
vs5gmBB/\ are the cyclotron and spin flip frequencies, r
spectively, andn>0. The energy spectrum of a 2D syste
with a single term inĤso, either ĤD or ĤR , can be found
analytically but only forĤso a perpendicular fieldB. The
problem with both terms inĤso cannot be solved analyti
cally. We consider in what follows the limit of a strong ma
netic field ~that is of principal physical interest and allow
solving the problem for an arbitrary direction ofB! and as-
sume that the frequenciesvc andvs are large compared with
the SO coupling,Ĥso!\vc , \vs . Then the SO term can b
eliminated, in the first order inĤso, by a canonical transfor-
5 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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mation exp(T̂).3 The operatorT̂ is nondiagonal in the orbita
quantum numbern and its matrix elements are

^n8,s8uT̂un,s&5^n8,s8uĤsoun,s&/@Es8~n8!2Es~n!#.
~3!

After the transformation, the time-independent part ofĤ
conserves the spin projection on the magnetic field.

The operatorr5(x,y) is diagonal in the spin indices
andĤ int(t) drives spin–flip transitions due to the level mi
ing produced byĤso. After theT transformation,r acquires
an anomalous partr so5@ T̂,r #2 that drives spin transitions
The matrix elements ofr so diagonal inn are

^n↑ur soun↓&52$vc^n↑u@Ĥso,r #1un↓&

1vs^n↑u@Ĥso,r #2un↓&%/\~vc
22vs

2!, ~4!

the subscripts1 and2 designate anticommutators and com
mutators, respectively. BecauseĤso includes only the opera
tors (â,â1), the operators (x̂0 ,ŷ0) appearing in Eq.~2! make
no contribution to the diagonal inn matrix elements of Eq.
~4!. These matrix elements can be calculated explicitly
ĤD and ĤR .

In the quantum limit, when only the lowest Landau lev
n50 is populated, for a magnetic field B
5B(sinu cosw,sinu sinw,cosu) and an in-plane electric
field Ẽ(t) polarized at an anglec to thex axis, Ẽ(t)5Ẽ(t)
3(cosc,sinc,0), the matrix elements,D,R

i
5^0↑uxsocosc

1ysosincu0↓&D,R of the electric dipole spin resonanc
~EDSR! are

,D
i

5
aD

\~vc
22vs

2!
@~vc cosu2vs!sin~w1c!

2 i ~vc2vs cosu!cos~w1c!#, ~5!

,R
i
52

aR

\~vc
22vs

2!
@~vc cosu1vs!cos~w2c!

1 i ~vc1vs cosu!sin~w2c!#. ~6!

We assume that cosu.0. When cosu,0, one should also
change the sign ofvc , hence, matrix elements are even w
respect to the reflections in the~x,y! plane. FornÞ0, the
anticommutator in Eq.~4! acquires a factor (2n11) while
the commutator does not depend onn. Therefore, Eqs.~5!
and ~6! can be generalized by substitutingvc→(2n
11)vc , vs→vs in the numerators.

Let us first discuss the angular dependence of these
trix elements. The Hamiltonian of the Rashba interactionĤR

is an invariant of the groupC`v of the continuous rotations
about thez axis. Therefore,,R

i is isotropic with respect to the
joint rotations ofẼ andB and depends only on the differenc
(w2c). However, this dependence is rather strong and
sign of the azimuthal anisotropy depends onu, Fig. 1~a!. For
the Dresselhaus interaction,,D

i is anisotropic, Figs. 1~b! and
1~c!. Whenw→w1p/2 andc→c1p/2, ,D

i changes sign.

As a result, the intensity of EDSR that is proportional to,D
i2

shows a four-fold symmetry with respect to the joint ro
tions of B and Ẽ about thez axis, Fig. 1~c!. Generally, the
intensity is proportional to (,D

i
1,R

i )2, hence, both contribu
tions interfere and the intensity shows only the two-fo
symmetry in accordance with the symmetry group C2v of the
Downloaded 22 Dec 2003 to 132.250.15.143. Redistribution subject to A
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Hamiltonian Ĥso. When ĤD and ĤR are of a comparable
magnitude, as was found for GaAs QWs,9–12 the effect of the
interference is very strong, see Fig. 1~d!. Therefore,the azi-
muthal dependence of the intensity of EDSR is a powe
tool for measuring the ratio of the coupling constan,
aR /aD .

It is seen from Eqs.~5! and~6! that the EDSR driven by
an in-plane fieldẼ should be seen for any direction ofB
including perpendicular to the QW plane. However, using
tilted field B provides special advantages. First, it allow
distinguishing the contributions of the different SO coupli
mechanisms. Second, because of the poles in the denom
tors atvc(u)'vs , it can allow strong increase in the EDS
intensity. A similar resonance in the EDSR intensity wh
the frequency of an electric dipole transition approachesvs

is known in the spectroscopy of local centers.3,13 Near the
pole, where the denominator of Eq.~4! vanishes, perturba
tion theory in the interactionĤso fails and the sharpness o
the resonance is cut by the avoided level crossing and by
level width.

Let us estimate now the magnitudes of the matrix e
ments of Eqs.~5! and ~6! for in-plane EDSR,Ẽ' ẑ, and
compare them to the matrix elements for the differe
mechanisms of spin–flip transitions. By the order of mag
tude,,D

i 'aD /\vc and ,R
i 'aR /\vc for Bi ẑ. With typical

values ofaD'aR'1029 eV cm, m'0.05m0 , andB'1 T,
we get,D

i ',R
i '1025 cm. A similar length for the electron

paramagnetic resonance~EPR! is ,EPR'uguli C/4'10210 cm
for ugu'10; li C5\/m0c being the Compton length. Hence
,D

i , ,R
i
@,EPR, andEDSR strongly dominates over EPR.

In the perpendicular geometry,Ẽi ẑ, the characteristic
length for the Rashba interaction is,R

''aRvs /\v0
2, where

v0'\/mw2 is the confinement frequency. The factorvs ap-
pears as a result of the electron confinement in the elec
field direction; its presence is required by the Krame

FIG. 1. Angular dependence of the EDSR intensityI (u,w,c)}u l R
i
1 l D

i u2 for
a ~0,0,1! QW calculated from Eqs.~5! and ~6! for: ~a! 2aD50 and c
5p/4; ~b! 2aR50 and c5p/4; ~c! 2aR50 and c5w; and ~d! 2aR

5aD and c5w; arbitrary units. The ratio of the frequenciesvs /v'5

20.17 as in InAs. The pole inI (u,w,c) at vc
2(u)5vs

2 was cut off by
adding an imaginary partiG50.1iv' to vc(u). For largeu values, in the
vicinity of the pole and close top/2, the figure provides only qualitative
patterns ofI (u,w,c) because of its high sensitivity to the phenomenologic
line width G and the restrictions imposed by the condition\vc@Ĥso.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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theorem.3 The ratio of the characteristic lengths,R
'/,R

i

'vcvs /v0
2'(mg/2m0)(w/l).4 Therefore, under strong

confinement conditions,w!l, EDSR in the in-plane geom
etry is much stronger than in the perpendicular geome
because in the latter geometry it develops due to the de
tion from the 2D regime.5

For the Dresselhaus interaction, it is instructive to co
pare the EDSR intensity in the in-plane geometry to its
tensity in three dimensions.14 Usually the three-dimensiona
~3D! Dresselhaus length is about,D

3D'd/\vcl
2. Hered is

the constant of the bulk inversion asymmetry of A3B5 com-
pounds and is related toaD asaD'd/w2.15 The ratio of the
characteristic lengths is about,D

i /,D
3D'(l/w)2. There is a

special 3D geometry,ẼiB, when ,D
3D is especially large,

,D
3D'd/\vsl

2; indeed,vs /vc is usually numerically small.
However, in a similar 2D geometry,ẼiB' ẑ, the length,D

i is
also large,,D

i 'aD /\vs , as follows from Eq.~5! for cosu
50 and vc50. Hence, again,D

i /,D
3D'(l/w)2. Therefore,

under the conditions of a strong confinement,w!l, in-plane
EDSR in a QW is stronger than in three dimensions. Absence
of the potential confinement in the direction ofẼ and a
strong confinement in thez direction are highly advanta
geous for strong EDSR.

The most important quantity characterizing the spin o
eration efficiency by a resonant electric fieldẼ(t) is the Rabi
frequencyVR5eẼ,/\. With ,',R

i , ,D
i '1025 cm as esti-

mated above, we find thatVR'1010 s21 in an electric field
as small as only aboutẼ'0.6 V/cm. This estimate show
that the electron spin manipulation by an in-plane elect
field should be highly efficient.

Electron heating by the electric field and spin relaxat
can hamper electrical operation of electron spins. Howe
electron heating is suppressed by a strong magnetic
because, according to the Drude formula, it decreases wiB
as (vctp)22, tp being the momentum relaxation time. Th
spin relaxation is universal, i.e., it does not depend on
specific mechanism of spin operation. The above theory
been developed for the 2D limit but the qualitative conc
sions related to the high efficiency of in-plane operation
valid also whenv0'vc .
Downloaded 22 Dec 2003 to 132.250.15.143. Redistribution subject to A
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In conclusion, we have demonstrated an extraordina
high efficiency for the electron spin operation in QWs by
in-plane ac electric field. Spin coupling to an in-plane
electric field is many orders of magnitude stronger than to
ac magnetic field, and is also much stronger that the coup
to a perpendicular-to-well ac electric field.
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